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We are greatly ind~bted to the Rev. W. S. Scott for his courteous permission 
to print the: two following letters, the latt~r of which is to appear 'in his forth
coming book The Athenians, to be published by The Golden Cockerel Press, 

. . to whom we also offer our grateful acknowledgments . 
• 

. 

. HE name of Thomas J efferson Hogg will be familiar to all lovers 
of English literature as that -of the friend an.d biographer -of 
Shelley, who was sent down with him from .Oxford for ' con.:. 

tumacious refusal. to dis~vow the publication _,. of the mildly atheistical 
pamphlet which they had produced, which had shocked and horrified 
the University authorities . 

Less well known,_ however, is the name of John Hogg, Jefferson's 
younger .brother, though it will be familiar to the natural historian· as 
that of the acknowledged expert on the flora and fauna of Iceland. A . 
Fellow of the 'Royal Society and.o.fthe 

1
Linnaean Society, and Fellow of 

Peterhouse, Cambridge, as well as Honorary Member of a number of 
the learned · So~ieties of the Continent, he achieved a position of 
eminence in the scientific world quite equal to that of his elder brothe:r 
in the world of literature. · 

' 

In 1843 he· undertook an extensive tour on the Continent, during 
which he wrote ~ number of letters, descriptive of his · exp~riences, 
which were afterwards published in the Metropolitan Magazine·. The 
following year they· appe~red in book form, under the title, Letters 
from Abroad to a Friend at Cambridge. It seems likely that he was in-
fluenced to arrange for the-publication of .the work, by the success of 
his brother's book, Two Hu-ndreil and N-ine Days; . .ar the Journal of a 
Traveller on the. Continent, which had- appeared i 1. 1827: Of these 
letters, I repri11t the first, from an .earlier tour, containing,_ as it does, 
a fine description of the Alps and the Grand St. Bernatd. 

· · W. S. ScoTT.-

. . Turin, September sth, I 824. 
Since I addressed a long letter to you from Paris three months ago, 

I have been enjoying myself among the finest and most stupendous 
scenery of a truly enchanting country, Switzerland~ I now send ,you a~ 
outline of my tour. Arriving at Dij'on, I was somewhat reminded of 
our sister University, ·Oxford, from the situation and general appearance 
of the. town . itself also once famous for a university. Thence, having 
left the full and extensive plains of France behind me, I commenced 
to ascend the Jura chain of -mountains. When at the summit of our . . 

pass, I came at once in sight of the most glorious view of the Lake of · 
Geneva. This panorama,, to me then a freshman in regard to the 
wonders <?f the higher and more splendid beauties of Nature, exceeded 
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all views I ever before witnessed, and was almost too much to look 
down upon during the short time we were allowed for its very. brief 
enjoyment. ·The foreground was a finely wooded mountain of Jura, 
·below which a beautiful and fertile sloping plain stretched as far as 
the l:Jorders of the lake on this side, thence extended an expanse of 
clear blue water to the right and left, partaking of the colours of th~ 
sky, ~nd varieq by a. succession of lights reflected on its surface. Upon 
the opposite side, the shore was bounded by the lofty mountains of 
Savoy, between which appeared Mont Blanc, with its snow-capped 
summit towering far above the rest. I was greatly surprised at the 
extent of this immense lake, arid it struck me as most · resembling an 
inlet, or a vast estuary, of the sea. From hence, I soon arrived at 
Geneva ; our. road having passed through a very rich and fertile 
district. · The city of Geneva, which I thought old and dull, is too well 
known for me to add any more to its numerous descriptions. From 
thence I proceeded to the other end of the lake, to Lausanne, where 
the lake appears in some respects more m~gnificent, inasmuch as the 
mountains and dark rocks of Meillerie opposite, sufficiently lofty, are 
nearer, and more distinct. From Lausanne, . or rather from its port, 
Ouchy, where I had tarrie_d a 'few days, I continued my journey to 
the north of Switzerland, by following the Jura chain ; first visiting 
the lake of Neuchatel, and the town bearing the same name, situated 
upon that lake, or as it is called in German, N euenburger See. I made 
a pleasant excursion over the Jura to visit some· remarkable places, 
several waterfalls, and picturesque valleys. Remaining two days. at 
Bienne {Biel), and being charmed with the lake, my route continued 
through' Soleure (Solothurn) and Aarau to Baden. This latter place, 
as its German name signifies baths, is still famous for its warm springs; 
it was anciently called ' Aquae Helveticae.' The small town is pleasantly 
situated in a defile, through which the river Limmat runs swiftly on its 
course from .the Lake of Zurich, and is interesting f~om a number of 
Roman antiquities that have been discovered there. We stayed all night 
at Baden, and the next day reached Schaffhausen, a large and cu.rious 
town placed on the northern bank of the Rhine. Throughout the 
north-west and north of Switzerland namely, from the Lake of 
Neuchatel to Constance, the grand chain of the higher Alps cov~red 
with snow forms the distant boun·dary of all the views . and the effect 
of them is astonishing to a stranger. · 

Schaffhausen is singular, on account of the great number of its 
houses being painted on the outside with divers devices ; some from 
Scripture, some from history, and others from the vivid imaginations 
of the native artists, who seem to have fully practised the Horatian 
maxim of ' quidlibet audendi.' Near here. is the celebrated fall of the 
Rhine, whicli I decidedly prefer to all the other cascades in Switzerland. 
The appearance of an immense body of green waters falling over a 

· .rock of seventy feet high, their terrific splashing and roaring, and the 
clouds of foam driven on all side~ with the greatest fury, render the 
scene truly -vvonderful to the spectator, whilst the rays of the sun 
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shining through the spray from the sheet of descending water, complete 
the grandeur .and magnificence of this cascade. In all the northern 
cantons of Switzerland, Ge·rman and Swiss are the only languages 
spoken, and so gre..atly limit the pleasure of a traveller, who only knows 
French and Italian. However, some English have tried broad Yorkshire; 
slowly pronounced, with some little success.. The dresses of the 
people, and in particular of the women, are remarkably singular, and 
vary in almost every canton. Some are pretty ; _ but, on the whole, 
they look better when represented on paper, as you cannot then witness 
the accompanying dirt, and the sunburnt, or copper-coloured legs and 
ar.91s of the natives. For instance, a Cambridge bargeman, or a 
countrywoman in her scarlet cloak, or a fisherwoman qf Hartlepool, or 
of Yarmouth, would look well if neatly drawn and coloured on paper. 
From Schaffhaus~n I had a ·delightful journey to Constance, by the 
edge of·the lake called the Zellersee, the lower, or inferior, lake (Lacus 
Acronius) formed by the Rhine, issuing out of the higher lake. The 
views on the German side are here extremely pleasing. The ancient, 
and formerly . free city of Constance, once of much importance, now 
fully shows how far religious contests .are detrimental, .as it is without 
exception the most desolate, ruined, and uninhabited place I have ever 
seen. The immense lake of Constance, called Bodensee, is the least 
pleasing of all those which I have visited, for it resembles a branch of 
the open ocean, without any striking beauty of its coasts. It is said to 
be of great depth, and in some spots more than 350 fathoms. Both 
these lakes are mentioned by Pomponius Mela (De sit. Orb. Ill, c.2) 
as being formed by the Alp-born Rl)ine , thus ' Rhenus ab Alpibus 
decidens prope a· capite duos lacus efficit~ Venetum et · Acronium.' · 
The country as far as ZUrich is fertile and app~ars exactly like the . 
finest parts of England. I was mu~h pleased with the town of Z~rich, 
and its lake is one of the most perfect I have seen there is nothing 
to wish for and here again in the background are the Alps covered 
with eternal snows. I made the tour of the lake, and was gratified on 
every turn to perceive a new and romantic scene. With the city library, 
where the books, are valuable and very numerous, I was much pleased. 
Some MSS. were shown to us ; one of which was a copy of Quintilian, 
said to be an original, but it rather stru~k me as being a late copy, and 
some L~tin letters from Lady Jane Grey; .. I observed only one of 
these, which seemed to have been written altogether by the same hand 
as the ~ignature ; the direction of it is, ' Viro colendissimo Bullingero 
traduntur hae.' This letter, on a religious subject, is interspersed with 
Greek and Hebrew quotations. From ZUrich .my route lay over Mont 
Albis, from whose summit there is one of the finest panoramic views 
which . can be imagined . numerous mountains and .valleys, with the 
chain of the higher Alps, and many lakes, constitute the magnificent 
landscape ; descending therefrom, I came next to Zug, then cross.ed its 
small lake, and passing over a neck of land, took a boat to Lucerne. 
The view of the lake from this town is a glorious sight, with Mont 
Pilate towering on the right hand. From hence, I made excursions 
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over Mont -Rigi (Mons Regius) to Schwytz, the little . capital of the · 
canton ·of the same name, which is situated in a beautiful spot, and 
surrounded by lofty mountains. The adjoining part, or the east end of 
the lake of Lucerne there called the Vier Waldstettensee, or lake of 
the four cant~ns possesses the ·wildest and most magnificent scenery ; 
for there are to be seen mountains which rise perpendicularly to many 
hundred fee:t from the very surface of the watet '· and are also remarkable · 
for the numerous faults and contortions in their strata. From Altdorf
renowned in history ... as the scene of William Tell's skill in archery I 
visited the Devil's Bridge, which is an ar.ch thrown over the fall · of 
the Reuss, .in . a narrow: and savage . defile, between two lofty . granJ.te· 
mount~ins, rising nearly perpendicular in the form of bare walls·, and 
without the least vegetation, save ·some gray-coloured lichens. ·The 
lower part of the valley of the Reuss _is of a different character, though 
it in fact possesses every stage of scenery. Passing through the lovely 
valley, and by the Lake of Sarnen, I saw that ' bijou ' · the small, but 
most enchanting of lakes· the Lake of Lungern of which the water 
is of an exquisite blue, transparent, and truly ' splendidior vitro ' .; . it 
is surrounded by, or as I will rather call it, . set in, mountains of the 
loveliest and most pleasing forms, clothed with delicious ·. verdure ; 
and at its southern extremity is . seen that snow-covered Alp the 
W etterhorn, erecting its lofty pinnacle in vivid contrast with ·the rich · 
green of the mountains below it, and the d~_ep and ·clear azure of the 
sky above it. This scene, though less sublime than .some I had wit
ness·ed, yet perhaps exceeded all I had experienced in extreme beauty . 

. Riding over Mont Briinig I descended to tl}.e Lake of Brienz. 
Not far from Meyringe"i1 is the faJl of the river Aar at Handeck, .a 

cascade most ferocious and savage, and in its progre~s hurling . down 
stones and trunks of pines ; it recalled to my mind these lines of 
Homer:. 7rA~Owv 7roTap .. o~ 7reJlovJe KaTeurt 

• 
, , ' · ~l , ;:. , A. ~ ~' Q · 

xetf..Lappov~ KaT ope()cptv, 07rat::,Of..L€VO~ · L::itos op,ppcp 
7rOA\~S' J~ dpu~ · a~aA€a~, 7rOAAa~ .J€ T€ 7r·€VKdS' 
J ' E()cp f.·peTat. 

Thence· I ·crossed the mountain to Lauterbrunnen; and whilst on 
the summit of ~he Wengern Alp ·I had the good fortune to behold a 
fine avalanc~e, or fall of snow; it slipt from the side of the Jungfrau -
(which signifies the Virgin, although her snows are no longer ' un
trodden ') an Alp abo.ut 13,ooo feet in height from the sea, a~d. was 
accompanied by a noise resembling the loudest thunder. These 
phenomena, or snow cascades, called in the Swiss· dialect Lauwen, 
frequently occasion severe losses, and even destruction to the in
habitants and travellers · in the Alps. Next, arriving · at Interlachen a 
charming place situated between the lakes of Brienz and Thun
Interlacus and taking a boat over the latter, I visited tl)e town of 
Thun. The chief town in Switzerland, the beautiful city of Berne, 

·induced me to stay a short time, and greatly, indeed, did I enjoy, from 
its public walks, the grandest 'display of the chain of Alps; that can be 
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obtained in o~e view~ Passing through Fribourg, ~ulle, Vevey, where . 
I again came upon the Lake Leman, thence close past the castle of 
Chill on, I turned into the valley of the Rh9ne (V alais ), and rested 
a few days at Bex. This to~n i-s situated at·the head of a most charming .. 
valley, and has long been celebrated for its sa~t works. I examined 
with much attention the different processes used ~n obtaining ·and 
purifying the salt .. On the road from Bex to Martigny., the most striking 
object is the pass ~t St. Maurice, by the bridge, said to be constructed 
on the remains of a Roman one, which is so narrow that it is shut up 

· by a gate, ~nd forms the boundary of the V a:lais ~nd the Canton de Vaud. 
·Then, I made a delightful tour over. the T ete Noire to Chamouny, 

whence· having visited· the principal · ghiciers of Mont Blanc, and 
asc~nded the Montanvert and Mont Breven, I proceeded through the 
Valley ·of Servoz, where · Mont. Blanc exhibits a superb view ~nd a 

· wonderful mass of eternal snow ; and turning to the south, I followed· 
another interesting valley to Contamines. .Thence, ·climbing up the 
steep mountains of the Col d~ Bonhomme and the Col de la Seigne 
(both at an elevation of near 8ooo feet), I enjoyed some perfect 
Alpine sceries especially from the summit of the latter col, where Mont 
Blanc is seen to rise perpendicularly with savage and steep walls of 
granite, having but little snow on its south-east side. The suite of the 
neighbouring needles, as the lofty and varied points of those granite 
masses are termed afforded the most unique view, of which it is 
indeed impossible to convey to you any adequate idea. I will only add, 
that the whole completed a scene the most ·wild and. astonishing of 
all which Nature ·could possibly have formed within th~ entir~ range 
of the Alps. In passing over these cols I gathere~ many beautiful plants · 
that are alone to be found in the highest alpine localities, and in. small 
red patches, here and there among the heaps of unnielted snow ov~r 
which we rode, I noticed, for the first time, what I conceived could 
only be that singular production, the ' Protococcus nivalis,' commonly 
named ' ·Red Snow.' All my dried plants I il.1tend to present to the 
museum of the Cambridge Philosophical Soci~ty ; but minerals· and 
geological specimens are too heavy to ·carry· about, consequently I 
cannot collect so many as I wish. From the top ~the Col de la Seigne, 
I followed the path of the' Allee Blanche by the side of a glacier and 

· · the desolate Lake of. Combal, cqiJ;lposed of melted snow and ice of a 
filthy colour., from which we continued along a poor mule track under . 

· a wall of debris, chiefly consisting of granite and syenite, the wreck of 
the adjacent mountains, which has there for ages been accumulated by 
the action of t4e Glacier de Miage a glacier .which, more than any other 
which I had noticed, afforded to us the clearest examples of its po'Yerful · 
action, and its surprising effects· on the surrounding objects. We rode 
cautiously past, not without some fears of possible destruction, but the 
.day being very splendid, I enjoyed this remarkable scene; a.!!4,leaving 
all the dangers of the snows and glaciers, we descended thro.p.gh a 
valley shut up by the Col de Ferret in our front, and the pyramidal 
walls of Mont Blanc on our left, and followed in our course a branch: 
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of the river Doire (Dora), till turning to a valley ( d'Entreves) on our 
right, we arrived at Courmayeur (Cormajor). This town is placed in 
the inost delightful valley in Piedmont, amongst' vineyards and corn
fields, and is ·c€lebrated for its mineral· waters and baths, which are .. 
mucp frequented in summer. The next day I continued my route on 
the back of my safe footed mule for eight leagues, along the fine but 
excessively hot valley of the Dora to the city of . Aoust, or Aosta 
(Augusta Praetoria), where the ruins of a triumphal arch, and of an 
amphitheatre, are its· principal attractions. From this city we as
cended by St. Remy, the Gr~nd St. Bernard, and stayed all night at the 
convent of Augustine mo»ks, by whom we· were kindly entertained. 
The building is plain, but large., ,placed· in a dreary spot, close to. a black 
and cold-looking lake, or tarn, and is esteemed the highest dwelling 
in the ancient world, being situated, according to the celebrated 
Saussure, 754'~ feet (or about 8ooo English fe~t) above the level of the 
Mediterranean Sea, and just on the limits of the line of perpetual snow. 
On going to bed (about eleven o'clock)~ on ·that riight (August 21st); I 
found Fahrenheit's thermometer stood at forty-.eight degrees· outside 
of my window. One of the canons informed me that once or twice 

_during each summer the external temperature of the -air on the hd'ttest 
day reached sixty degrees of Fa~r.; and that the cold, in the open air 
in the usual winters, became as low as eight or nine degrees below 
zero of ·Fahr •· He also showed me some Roman antiques aRd coins, 
which he said we.re found ·not very far from the convent ; and which 
thus render it most probable that a pass ov:er this alp is of considerable 
antiquity, and that the Romans had been ··acquainted with it. The 
following day I, 

1 
by no means desirous of dwelling in this ' ultima 

Thule ' of habit~tions f'Or any great portion of my days, · bade farewell 
to my ecclesiastical hosts, and rode down the Swiss side of the moun
tain, through St. Pierre, and the valley of the inundation, to Martigny. 
This s·mall town is considered· the Octodurus of Julius Caesar, and 
described by him as ' ~icus positus in " Valle " non magna adjecta 
planitie, altissimis montibus undique continetur.' (Bell. Gall., lib. iii. 
c. I), The town itself is poor, and filled not only with those pitiable 
and horrid objects, ' cretins,' or idiots, but also with p~rsons sadly 
deformed by the. ' tumid urn guttur,' i.e. le Goitre. Anxious to pass 
over the famous road into Italy, .constructed by order of Napoleon 
from the years 18ox to 1807, after plans furnished by ·General Thureau 
and ·M. Ceard, engineer-in-chief, I rather hastened my departure from 
Switzerland. All that admiration, and all that words can communicate, 
are ndt enough to extol .and suffieiently praise this bold and noble · 
undertaking. I mean the alpine passage. of the Simplon (Sempione). 
This magnifieent road (as good as that between ~olidon and Cam
bridge) is carried ·over the tops and sides of mountains, partaking of 
all kinds of scenery ; . 

• 

' Per invias rupes, £era per juga, 
Clivosque praeruptos, sonantes 
Inter aquas ; ' 

, 
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-over waterfalls and precipices, it is continued by handsome bridges 
and galleries, and through the projecting rocks by tunnels, and it 
passes from one mountain to another by elegant windings. The desce~t 
from the village of Simpeln, which is situated about 46oo feet above the 
sea, down the Italian side, is over and close along the most savage and 
awful precipices and chasms, a.-the bottom of which rushes, in a per
petual fall, the alpine torrent, Doveria. The entire distance from Brieg 
to Domo d'Ossola is accounted ten French leagues. This road wil~, I 
hope, long remain one of the most remarkable of human labours, and 
bear honour to those scientific men, qoth of France and of Italy, by 
whom it was so splendidly effected.· Being again fairly in Italy, I must 
say that I felt great regret on quitting that beautiful and pastoral 
district of Switzerland a country which, I may safely state, for its 
extent cannot yield to any in the- world, especially in the old world, in 
interest and in varied and stupendous scenes, that present themselves 
on all sides to the traveller. The kindness and simplicity too of the 
inhabitants I always found added much to the delights of their country. · 
Indeed, I know no country ~hich can be compared with it, so replete is 
it with natural charms, and objects for investigation worthy of a Hailer 
and a Saussure. After visiting the ornamented and singular Borromeail 
Islands on the Lake Maggiore, I traversed the fertile, although some
what tireso~e plains of Lombardy, and arrived in the handsome city 
of Milan the. capital of the modern Lombardo-V enetian territory, 

• 

* * 
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In comparison with the above letter, we are permitted to print the 
following from Thomas J efferson Hogg to Thomas Love Peacock, 
dated, Rome, November .29, r825 . 

• 

• 

With respect to Switzerland I ~ was rather foreign than English in 
my feelings : the English admire that scenery extravagantly ; foreign~rs, 
and T. J. H., look upon it as a frightful wilderness : parts are certainly 

. lovely, but the greater portion deserves no better name .: some places 
had an extraordinary effect on my nerves and imagination, and it seems 
to be a strange insensibility, which is not affected in a like manner. I 
experienced a dread and dismay, of w~ich I could have had no notion, ~ 
when I was in those horrible regions, where vegetation has ceased, 
and where there is nothing but bare unchanging rock, perpetual snow 
and everlasting ice : I cannot describe the satisfaction I used to feel, 
when I descended, to flowers and vines and fruit trees and felt a 
genial air, and savv the clouds in their proper places, above my head, 
and not beneath my feet. The fatigue of ascending to these abodes of 
t(le damned is beyond. all conception, and the recollection of it adds to• 
my dislike of the Alpine passes ; the Simplon. is bad enough, but ~t. 
Bernard, and especially St. Gotthard, will always be remembered with 
pain and terror. I used to thiuk of you when I was on the mountains 
and to wonder, if you would also be a worshipper of Switzerland ; one 
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. thing you would have admire~, which is very striking, the ' scaturiency ' 
of the country, that supplies Europe with water ; ·from .every rock, 
frotn every crevice, .such copious st reams of pure crystal pour forth, 
and in such wild profusion, that the effect ·is magical. 
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ASPECTS OF MOUNTAINEERING 
• 

IN THE HIGH ARCTIC . 
• 

• BY N. E. ODELL 
• 

• 

Being the substance of a lecture delivered before the Alpine Club, 
. · · September 4, i943 · · · 

. . 

T should be a .. matter of general knowledge that Arctic travel and . 
expeditionary undertakings have long progressed beyo11d the stage of 
Journeying in tl;le main over vast snowfields and featurele~s icecaps. 

That stage belonged to the. period of attempts on ·the North Pole, the 
North-West Passage, and the crossings ~ef the Inland Ice of Greenland. 
But so many regions of the Arctic are mountainous, that in detailed 

·~xploration mountaineering tec~niqu·e has becom~ an· essential part of 
the craft of travel ; it has in fact.. been l)ecessita.ted by the requiremen.ts 
of widespread survey and scientific...investigation. · . 

The Arctic, in sensu stricto, includes· of course northern N otway, 
where,. however, mountain terrain and conditions differ little if at all 
from those parts of the country . far south of the Arc.tic Circle, and 
indeed have m~ch in common, though on an increased s.cale, with the 
Highlands of Scotland ; whereas extreme southern Greenland, in
undated by great diffiuents from the Inlanrd. Icecap, which reach tidal 
water between. rugged rocky mountains, pos·sesses every aspect of the 
Arctic domain, although a long way soqthward of the Circle. In 
contrast again to southern Greenland is northern .L.abrad~r, lying in· 
eq"Q.ival.ent latitudes, yet whose gen~·ral attributes are more those. of 
Norw,ay.1 The same differences and similarities apply to the north
western coast of No~th America and .Alaska, and they 4re bound up 
m.ore with the ruling climatic factors prevalent in the p~rticular region 
than with actual geographical, ·i.e. latitudinal position, or even with 
topography. ·· " 

The following comments, which in part were embodied in a recent 
lecture to the Aipine Club, are· inten9:ed to outline some of the con
ditions encountered, and the. methods ·of travel adopted, in two moun-
·tain regions of the High Arctic, . namely East Greenl~n.d and Spit~
bergen. They were undertaken by typical scientific expeditions of 
recent years, with three of which the writer served . . He is fully con
scious of the in~dequacy of this necessarily summarised account. 

1 N. E. Odell :· ' Within.artd Without the Arctic Circle;' A~J. 46. 38. sqq. 
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